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7 Ways Sprint Can Help You Promote Your Clients to Schools

Jackie joined Sprint Education in 2010 after a career in Business Development, 

where she spearheaded business launches in France, Spain, and South Korea. 

With extensive experience in directing and advising our clients on their selling 

to schools strategies, Jackie has built a reputation as the UK’s leading-light on 

sales strategies for Sprint Education.

Just five minutes of her time dedicated to your strategy could be the 

difference between 10 and 100 sales!



The world of selling to schools is unique.

You’re a marketing expert, as are we. However, what we bring to the table is 

our in-depth understanding of how to market and sell to schools and 

teachers, a sector that is very different from marketing to B2B or B2C 

sectors.

Over 150 of the UK’s finest marketing and design agencies come to Sprint 

Education to manage, support, and advise on the marketing they are 

undertaking for their client. Our services and support will help your client 

go toe-to-toe with the most dominant school suppliers in the UK, whilst 

making your job easier. Oh, and as a little sweetener, we’ll also give you an 

agency discount on our email and database services.

The difference
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Way #1
Quantities of
decision-makers

.

There are over 450,000 teachers within UK educational establishments, of

which we have over 400,000 named teachers across 31,000 establishments

within our Education Database. 

Your clients will no doubt have a targeted profile of teachers that they need to 

contact. No problem! Simply let us know the job titles they want to sell to and 

any other parameters (e.g. school type, geography), and we will come back to 

you in a jiffy with accurate counts and a price.
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The education database is what drives our clients’ marketing to schools. Many 

marketing agencies we work with do not have a need for our managed services, but 

they do need access to the data for them to use in-house for their own client’s 

campaigns.

We can sign you up to Campus (marketing software we‘ve spent two years developing 

in-house) so you can access schools’ contact details and names of teachers where you 

can manage your client’s data, export it, and use it to drive their strategies. It brings all 

of your education marketing functions together in one super-cool application.

Using Campus, we’ve transformed the way we interact with our target market; 

enabling us to increase referrals of our service by 88%, rocket sales by 24%, and scoop 

the prestigious ‘Marketing Campaign of the Year’ award.

Campus is now being used by many of the UK’s most forward-thinking education

businesses, and it’s absolutely ideal for your clients who are trying to build better 

relationships with the country’s most talented teachers.

You will also receive an agency discount for any database orders.

 

Way #2
Access schools’ data
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We are the only education marketing agency in the UK to host, manage, and own our 

own broadcasting software and servers. This means we’re in complete control of our 

clients’ email paths and can ensure a far superior deliverability rate. This is incredibly 

important, and should give you and your clients real peace of mind about their 

campaign. 

Other education agencies rent server space, and email sending platforms, which 

effectively means the emails they broadcast take an indirect path to a school’s inbox, 

resulting in filters being far more likely to block your client’s email.

We also invest over £750k every single year in the continual development and 

management of our technical infrastructure to ensure our clients get the best results 

possible.

The safe delivery into a teacher’s inbox is essential to your client’s success, so we focus 

our efforts on maximising their deliverability and open rates. At the end of the day, if 

your client is happy with their results, you’ll get a big pat on the back… I prefer 

chocolates if you’re asking!

Way #3 
Open rates 80%
above industry norm
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You are a marketing expert, so the last thing I want to do is try and teach you to suck 

eggs! However, success in marketing to schools requires you to understand how the 

education sector operates, how teachers think, and how purchasing decisions are 

made.

We understand teachers - after all, several of the team are former teachers 

themselves. Although we are first and foremost marketing and design experts, we are, 

at our heart, former teachers who know how best to sell to schools and teachers.

So when we work with you on your clients’ marketing we can advise on, and lead, the 

content creation to ensure cracking results.

Way #4
Do you know 
how teachers think?
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.

When we broadcast an email to teachers on your client’s behalf, we capture the details 

of every teacher that clicks on links or downloads images within the email. We can 

then report the contact data of these interested teachers back to you. We call this a 

Database of Qualified Leads.

Including this database of leads in your campaign will allow you to provide your client 

with red-hot leads to follow up in-house, and also provide them with valuable contact 

data to add to their CRM (including the teacher’s direct email, name, position, school 

name and phone number).

Way #5
Lead capture
for your client
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If you’re executing a marketing campaign on behalf of a client, we can offer a 10% 

discount on your email to help you on your way.

Or, if your client is really serious about getting the very best results from your school 

marketing, we can offer a discount of over 40% on one of our digital strategies!

A series of emails broadcast direct to teachers’ inboxes, with tracking and lead capture 

at every stage, will give your client the best possible results at an affordable price.

Way #6
Save over 40%
with an email bundle
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We have worked darn hard since 2007 to become the UK’s leading digital and strategic 

marketing experts to the education sector.

With our email marketing, content marketing, and design skills, we can offer a 

complete solution for all your clients’ marketing needs; from design and copy through 

to website design, inbound, and video production.

Call us to arrange a free meeting, and let’s start planning your client’s strategy.

Way #7
Book a free 
strategy meeting
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What next?
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Get in touch and ask me about what we can do for you!

My number is 01684 297374, or you can email jackie@sprint-education.co.uk. 

That way, we can talk specifically about how we can support you when 

managing your clients’ marketing strategies to the UK education sector.

I look forward to hearing from you and helping you revolutionise your clients’ 

marketing and sales to schools.

Kind regards,
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